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Abstract: A national qualitative survey of perfusionists to assess their level of job stress, career satisfaction, and burnout in various organizational settings was performed. The hypothesis for this study is incorporated into the following research questions. First, is there an association between job satisfaction and burnout among perfusionists? Second, is there an association between level of burnout and intention to leave their job or profession among perfusionists? Third, is there a difference in job satisfaction and burnout across different organizational affiliations of perfusionists? Invitations to participate in the survey were sent by electronic mail to the 1478 AmSECT members with an e-mail address. To categorize perfusionists, the Phase Model of the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) was used. It is based on the Maslach Model, but extends it by suggesting the order of severity in which persons experience burnout. Two hundred eighty-three responses were received, with the following results. As burnout increases, job satisfaction decreases. As burnout pressure increases from low to high, it is associated with a greater intention of perfusionists to leave their jobs for a lateral move or demotion within 6 months. There is insufficient evidence to show a difference between employee satisfaction and burnout based on organizational affiliation. The perfusionists who answered the inquiry seem to be clear about their role at work, to have adequate resources, and to feel they are treated fairly by supervisors. Organizational climate, communication, training, participation, trust, and culture are evaluated positively. Although the respondents considered interdepartmental communication adequate, higher management or corporate communication is portrayed as needing improvement. When the MBI scores are divided into the eight phases and then compressed into the three subphases, 42% of the perfusionists surveyed are categorized as low burnouts, 20% of the perfusionists as moderately burned out, and 38% were in the high burnout group. It will be important to use this information as a benchmark and follow the profession as it changes over the next few years. Keywords: perfusionists, burnout, Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI), job satisfaction.

Within the job stress illness literature, the study of burnout has more than a 25-year history (1). Job burnout has been conceptualized in many different ways; however, the most cited definition is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization of others, and a feeling of reduced personal accomplishment (2). Because of the nature of their work, professionals in health care and such other fields as teaching, policing, and human services are thought to be at especially high risk for burnout (3).

Burnout is a risk factor for personal dysfunction and negative work-related attitudes. It has been associated with reports of physical exhaustion and illness, increased use of alcohol and drugs, marital and family conflict, and psychological problems (3,4). The negative work-related attitudes include feelings that the worker has arrived at the point where he or she has little to nothing to contribute to one’s work, judging patients as somehow deserving of their troubles, and thinking that one’s accomplishments on the job fall short of one’s expectations, leading to negative evaluations of one’s performance on the job.

In the workplace, burnout can lead to potentially serious consequences for professionals, their clients, and the larger settings in which they interact. For example, research indicates that among health care professionals, burnout can lead to deterioration in the quality of service (5). Burnout has been associated with turnover, absenteeism, and low morale. Even in such a high-risk profession as medicine, risk of burnout varies. For example, medical specialties differ widely in their job characteristics, in ways that appear to affect the prevalence of burnout (1,6,7).
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The standard measure of burnout is the Maslach Burnout Inventory (MBI) (10). Most burnout studies in the United States and worldwide rely on one of the versions of the MBI. The MBI, an instrument previously used with speech pathologists (11), physical therapists (12), music therapists (13), psychiatric nurses (14), hospice nurses (15), occupational therapists (16), social workers (17), pharmacists (18), dentists (19), VA administrative personnel (20), emergency physicians (21), correctional officers (22), oncologists (23), radiologists (24), teachers (25), and emergency medical technicians (26) assesses burnout by requiring respondents to rate how frequently they experience certain attitudes and feelings characteristic of burnout. The MBI includes statements that respondents rate on a scale ranging from 1 (very much like me) to 7 (very much unlike me). Evidence of the fact that the MBI is widely used and accepted is the fact that it has been translated into Arabic, Italian, French, German, Spanish, and Polish (27). The results of the MBI reflect a continuum of burnout, burnout not its presence or absence (28).

The three main components of the MBI are emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and reduced sense of personal accomplishment. The first component, or phase, of burnout is emotional exhaustion. It is considered to be the most important of the three components. Emotional exhaustion is characterized by feelings of being emotionally drained. The development of negative attitudes and feelings toward the recipients of care is the definition of depersonalization. A reduced sense of personal accomplishment is described as a growing reduction of self-competence and overall achievement in the job (5).

The Phase model of the MBI was used to categorize perfusionists as to their level of burnout (29). It is based on the Maslach model, but extends it by suggesting the order of severity in which persons experience burnout and the progression through these phases, from not burned out at all to high scores on all three dimensions. The least problematic subscale is depersonalization, and the most virulent is emotional exhaustion. The eight phases have been compressed into three levels: low burnouts Phase I–III; intermediate or average Phases IV–V; and high burnout Phases VI–VIII (Table 1).

The purpose of this research survey is to assess the level and effects of burnout and job satisfaction of perfusionists in various organizational settings. It will determine whether there is an association between job satisfaction and certain demographic and environmental variables and/or their intention to leave the field or profession.

The hypotheses for this study are incorporated into the following research questions: First, is there an association between job satisfaction and burnout among perfusionists? Second, is there an association between level of burnout and intention to leave their jobs or professions among perfusionists? Third, is there a difference in job satisfaction and burnout across different organizational affiliations of perfusionists? Making these correlations and intervening before an avoidable, regretful outcome occurs would be of great benefit to the perfusion community.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

Following approval from the Institutional Review Board (IRB), invitations to participate in this national qualitative survey were sent by electronic mail to the 1478 members of the American Society of ExtraCorporeal Technology (AmSECT) e-mail list. A cover letter was sent to these members that described the purpose of the study and encouraged participation. Two reminder letters followed up the initial letter. The study population was inclusive for practicing perfusionists. Participation was voluntary, confidential, and anonymous. Individuals completed the survey by accessing a web page at a URL provided in the cover letter.

Using selected items from model questionnaires already constructed and validated previously for other healthcare professionals (10,30,31), a tool was constructed to reflect the demographic information, work history, and the job satisfaction of perfusionists. The MBI was the main part of this survey. It was used to measure the frequency of burnout. The scale consisted of 22 items comprising the three subscales. Emotional Exhaustion (EE) (7 items) assessed feelings of being emotionally overextended and exhausted by one’s work. Depersonalization (DP) (7 items) assessed unfeeling and impersonal response toward recipients of one’s care. Personal Accomplishment (PA) (8 items) assessed feelings of competence and successful achievement in one’s work with people. It should be noted that high
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**Table 1. The phase of the Maslach Burnout Inventory.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Phases of Burnout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Collapsed phases</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depersonalization</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional exhaustion</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal accomplishment</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

L = low score from specified subdomain; H = high score from specified subdomain.
levels of EE and DP and low levels of PA are anticipated in the individual who is burned out (10). Other components of this survey asked questions in the categories of role clarity, resources, role conflict, potential turnover, demographics, employee satisfaction, organizational climate, communication, training, participation, and vitality (30,31). This Likert-type scale survey (32) was specifically generated to encompass the health history, social history, and daily life activities, thoughts, and feelings of practicing perfusionists.

Analysis of the data was done using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences for Windows (SPSS). Basic descriptive statistics were gathered for demographic data. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine if there was a statistically significant relationship between job satisfaction and burnout. A nonparametric chi-square test was used to determine if there was an association between level of burnout and intention to leave among perfusionists. ANOVA was also used to determine if there was statistical significance between job satisfaction and burnout across different organizational affiliations of perfusionists.

RESULTS

Replies were received from 283 perfusionists. Two-hundred of the original 1478 e-mail invitations sent were returned to sender because of incorrect addresses or a change of address. The response rate was 22%. According to responses received, the majority, 44%, of subjects were in the 40–49 years old age category (see Fig, 1). The distribution of males to females for this study (207 males and 76 females, or 73% and 27%, respectively) compares favorably with an earlier AmSECT survey that revealed a female–male distribution of 71% and 29% (1997 AmSECT Today survey). Figure 2 summarizes the number of perfusionists in the respondent’s department. The largest percentage, which is 52.7%, of perfusionists answering the inquiry work in a nonprofit community hospital. Figure 3 shows the age of respondents.

A statistically significant inverse relationship ($p < .01$) was seen between employee job satisfaction and burnout. As burnout increased, job satisfaction decreased. A post hoc Bonferroni Multiple comparisons test also showed a statistically significant difference between each of the three groups (see Figure 4).

Because the level of burnout and intention to leave were both measured on the survey in ordinal categories, a nonparametric chi-square test was used to determine if there was an association between level of burnout and intention to leave among perfusionists. Figures 5 and 6 illustrate intention among perfusionists to leave their job
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Figure 1. Respondents’ work locations.

Figure 2. Number of perfusionists at work site.

Figure 3. Age of respondents.
and profession, respectively. As burnout increased from low to high, there was an association ($p < .01$) of a greater intention of the perfusionists to leave their jobs for a lateral move or demotion within 6 months. In Figure 6, it is significant to note that once burnout reached a high level, their intention to leave the profession increased.

ANOVA was also used to determine if there was a statistically significant difference between job satisfaction and burnout across different organizational affiliations of perfusionists. Figure 7 shows that the association ($p > .01$) did not reach statistical significance, so there was insufficient evidence to show a difference between employee satisfaction and burnout in any of the organizational affiliations. Although, again, no statistical significance was achieved, there seems to be a trend toward less burnout in an investor-owned perfusion group.

Frequencies of high levels of each of the three subdomains of burnout are shown in Figure 9. Figure 10 represents the percentage of perfusionists in each of the eight phases. The percentage of respondents to the survey with low (phases I through III), intermediate (phases IV and V), and high (phases VI through VIII) levels of burnout are illustrated in Figure 11. When the MBI scores were divided into the eight phases and then compressed into the three subphases, 42% of the perfusionists surveyed were categorized as low burnouts. The phase model categorized 20% of the perfusionists as moderately burned out. 38% were in the high burnout group.

CONCLUSIONS

Burnout is defined as a progressive, negative response to the workplace environment that has significant detri-
mental consequences to both the person and to the organization. The severity of burnout was estimated using the “phase model of burnout” proposed by Golembiewski and Munsenrider (33). In this severity of burnout model, phase is determined by the distribution of low and high levels of the three-burnout subdomains: emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and sense of lack of personal accomplishment. Prior studies have shown that the cut points dividing high and low levels of the subdomains are reproducible in populations of differing job type, responsibility levels, and culture (34).

Maslach and Jackson have argued that each of the three subdomains has separate behavioral and organizational correlates and, therefore, each should be assessed individually rather than being combined into a single score (35). Leiter and Maslach have also argued that if the subdomains are combined into a single-phase assignment that a different sequence should be used. In the phase model, depersonalization is first and emotional exhaustion is the last subdomain to reach high levels as burnout intensifies, but Leiter and Maslach suggest that a high level of emotional exhaustion is the first step in burnout, which then leads to the other two subdomains (36).

Friday’s research of the psychological profiles of perfusionists has been the primary assessment of perfusionists to date (37,38). Friday’s studies suggest that perfusionists have moved from well balanced interpersonal profiles 6 years ago to a higher degree of assertiveness and aggressiveness. As a relatively young field, research of on the job satisfaction and burnout of cardiovascular perfusionists or why they stay or leave the field has not been conducted. In addition, the changing field of perfusion and the effects of technological and research advancements on the profession should also influence perceptions of perfusionists.

The results of this study demonstrate that the number of perfusionists in the low and high burnout categories is almost equal. This suggests that the majority of perfusionists either handle the stress of the job well or are very burned out. A large portion of perfusionists seem to have high levels of depersonalization. If the phase model’s theories about the order of the presence of the burnout subdomains holds true, this high percentage of depersonalization present suggests that if perfusionists are not already burned out, they are in the initial stages of the process.
The results of this study also confirm that job satisfaction is a reliable indicator of burnout. As was expected, overall there was an inverse relationship between job satisfaction and burnout. As burnout increased from low to high, there was an association of a greater intention of the perfusionists to leave their jobs for a lateral move or demotion within 6 months. Perfusionists answering the inquiry indicated that once burnout has reached a high level, their intention to leave the profession increases.

Limitations
Most studies of this nature are subject to limitations inherent in online survey research. Although many of the benefits of online research were taken advantage of, there are negative aspects, also. Low overhead cost, quick results, automated data entry, frequent update, and efficiency in data reporting/presentation are some of the advantages of online research. Sampling problem, intensive data cleaning, data integrity, and biased representation are some of the disadvantages. One area to note is the sampling problem. Some practicing perfusionists were excluded from the survey because they are not members of AmSECT or may be members lacking an e-mail address. Under the category of biased representation, there may have been selection bias caused by the low response rate. It is possible that individuals with high levels of burnout would be less likely to be members of AmSECT or even of the profession or that individuals with high levels of burnout would be more likely to participate in a burnout assessment. If people have difficulty in dealing with burnout when they are younger and newer on the job, they may leave the profession entirely. Because of this early dropout in the burned out, these perfusionists will not be around 5 or 10 years later to answer questions about the emotional strain of their work.

Implications for Further Study
Several findings and conclusions have emerged that have implications for any future research in this area. First, there is a need for additional information about workload. This may include how many cases per year are performed, types of cases, adult versus pediatric, and so forth. Because this study uncovered a moderate to high level of burnout among perfusionists, it is essential that specific preventive and coping measures be developed for perfusionists. Because there is no single coping procedure to deal with burnout, perhaps a number of different programs could be devised to meet specific individual needs. To the extent that perfusionists can recognize and anticipate burnout as an intricate element of their work, they will be better able to avoid it or develop realistic coping mechanisms. Research has shown that those who have conducted workshops and seminars on burnout discovered that simply identifying the concept of burnout had therapeutic value for the participants (22).

Preventing burnout is preferable to treating it, of course. Steps can be taken to reduce the occurrence of burnout because many of its determinants are ingrained in specific social and situational factors that can be changed (22). As this study has shown, job satisfaction is one of these factors.
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